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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 The main purpose of the power system protection is to remove faults from the system as soon as 
possible so minimum damage happens to the transmission line or other equipment connected to the line. 
Tennessee Valley Authority planners want to add multiple breaker-in/breaker-out stations on a two 
terminal transmission lines to reduce the number of Interruptions to the customers. This paper explains 
how many breakers can safely be added without compromising the zone 2 time delay of 50 cycles, how to 
set distance relays for phase faults, instantaneous overcurrent as well as time overcurrent relays for 
ground fault and the difficulty associated with each. It makes recommendation for not placing the 
breaker-in/breaker-out stations at a certain distance on transmission line and also talks about the 
maximum line loadability according to NERC standard PRC-023 when zone 2 of the distance element is 
set higher than 130%.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1   Background  
 Tennessee Valley Authority uses a zig-zag bus arrangement or main and transfer bus switching 
arrangement when three or more lines are terminated at 161kV switchyards located at generating stations. 
The zig-zag bus arrangement provides benefits such as system stability, back up protection, and 
continuation of service when a bus is out of service to name a few [1].The details for the zig-zag bus are 
explained in the appendix A. Transmission lines are usually two terminal lines with source at each end 
and can have multiple tap loads along the line. There will be interruption to all the tap loads if the fault 
were to occur anywhere along this two terminal line. Sometimes breakers are installed at tap stations and 
are called “breaker-in/breaker-out” stations because there is no positive sequence source or infeed at that 
station. Addition of multiple breakers along the two terminal transmission lines results in interruption to 
fewer tap loads. Planners at TVA want to add multiple breaker-in/breaker-out stations along the 
transmission line to limit Customer Connection Point Interruptions (CCPI).  
 Chapter two covers the concept of coordination, time solution, and communication solution. 
Chapter three details the method to solve the problem with just one breaker on the transmission line and 
then apply the same method when multiple breakers are added. Chapter four discusses results and ways to 
make zone 2 overreach zone 1. Chapter five has the conclusion and some recommendations. 
 
1.2   Problem Statement 
 Adding multiple breaker-in/breaker-out stations along the transmission line can create a relay 
coordination problem for protection engineers on zone distance and ground time overcurrent elements. 
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There could be an unacceptable time delay for zone 2 for internal fault because of the need of 
coordination for external faults. TVA requires this zone 2 time delay to be 50 cycles.  
 
1.3   Objectives of the Study  
 The scope of this project includes: (1) how many breaker-in/breaker-out stations can be installed 
on a single transmission line path before the required relay coordination result in unacceptable fault 
clearing time (zone 2 time delay) for internal faults, (2) definition of unacceptable clearing time, and (3) 
what solutions would be appropriate. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
2.1   Introduction to Coordination 
 It is very important to understand the concepts of coordination, time solution and communication 
solution in order to solve the problem defined in chapter 1 when multiple breaker in/ breaker out stations 
are added to the transmission line. The thesis advisor wanted the author of this paper to also learn setting 
up different relays such as distance relays, instantaneous overcurrent relays, and ground time overcurrent 
relays at each breaker in /breaker out stations. The subject line for this project is the 161kV transmission 
line that connects North Knoxville TN 161kV substation to Norris Hydro Plant. For a fault anywhere 
along the line Norris-North Knoxville, relays at Norris and relays at North Knoxville should operate fast 
for this primary protection zone fault. It is impossible for the relay at Norris to distinguish if a fault near 
North Knox is internal or external, if the only quantities it uses are the local bus voltage and line current. 
The relay at Norris should operate fast if the fault is close to North Knoxville bus on line Norris to North 
Knoxville. The relay at Norris should delay its operation if the fault is on North Knoxville bus or beyond 
North Knoxville bus. For the relay at Norris, all three faults are the same because the impedance between 
these three fault locations is negligible; electrically they are the same point in the network. Time solution 
and communication solution are the two different approaches to mitigate the problem of distinguishing 
internal fault from external fault[2]. 
 
2.1.1   Time Solution 
  The primary relay at Norris operates fast for close-in faults, but delays its operation for external 
faults such as the faults at North-Knoxville bus or fault on the lines out of North Knoxville bus for 
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coordination with the relays at North-Knoxville. Setting the phase or ground relays for the time solution is 
called coordination; this illustrates the concept of selectivity It can be achieved either using inverse time 
overcurrent relays or with instantaneous relays and constant (fixed or definite) time delays. The operating 
time of the inverse time overcurrent relays increases as the current magnitude decreases and vice versa 
[2].  
 
2.1.2   Communication Solution 
 In a communication solution, relays at North Knoxville communicate via channel to relays at 
Norris whether the fault is internal (between Norris and North Knoxville line) or external (fault at North 
Knoxville bus or on lines out of North Knoxville) by means of directional elements which determine fault 
direction by comparing the phase angle of the fault current(s) relative to the a polarizing or reference 
quantity (e.g., faulted phase voltage(s)). Similarly, relays at Norris communicate similar information to 
relays at North Knoxville. If the fault is in the primary zone between the Norris to North Knoxville line, 
both relays at Norris and North Knoxville operate together at high speed. For external fault, relays at 
Norris and North Knoxville do not operate (restrain). This is called pilot relaying [2]. 
 
2.2   Bus Breakup 
 Bus breakup relays are placed where there is a load or generator between double breakers. The 
bus breakup relays provides the back up for the failure of the line relay or for failure of the breaker on the 
transmission line. All breakers are tripped on a bus for the bus back up. The settings for the bus back up 
relays and bus breakup relays are set the same[1]. The details about bus break up relay and how to set 
them are detailed in the appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1   Background on Zone Distance Protection for Phase Faults 
 Distance protection is widely used for phase faults at 69kV or higher voltage levels. Protective 
relays measure the electrical quantities such as voltage and current to discriminate between tolerable 
conditions (load) or intolerable conditions (faults). Protective relays should not operate under normal 
steady state condition or for maximum emergency load conditions. If a fault is present, the relay sends a 
trip signal to the breaker to open to minimize the damage cause by fault. The fault can be caused by 
winds, ice on transmission line, tree branches falling on the lines, lightning strikes or by insulation 
deterioration. A distance relay measures the voltage and current and hence measures apparent 
impedance 
𝑉
𝐼
= 𝑍. The distance relay has a fixed setting (“reach”) which is set at some percentage of the 
line positive sequence impedance; this is the threshold value [3]. The ratio of voltage to current would be 
a certain value when there is no fault present on transmission line; this is called load impedance, which is 
larger than the threshold value and falls outside the relay operate zone. The impedance will be smaller 
when there is a fault on the transmission line compared to the threshold setting/reach. The distance relay 
will then operate and send a trip signal to the breaker to open to clear the fault[3].  
 
3.1.1   Zone 1 and Zone 2 Reach 
Zone 1 of the distance element is usually set at 80% to 90% of the total line positive sequence 
impedance and operates instantaneously when there is a fault present on transmission line. Zone 1 reach 
cannot be set to 100 % of the positive sequence line impedance because of inaccuracies in the system 
model (+/-10%), the instrument transformers (+/-10%), and the relay measurement accuracy (+/-5%)[2]. 
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Zone 2 reach can be set to cover the 100% of the total line positive sequence impedance of the 
primary line plus 50% of the total line positive sequence impedance of the next line, but never less than 
120% of the total line positive sequence impedance. Zone 2 operates with time delay. By setting the zone 
2 to greater than 120% of the total line positive sequence impedance covers the 100% of the primary line 
and also 20% or more of the next line. This can cause relay to trip if there is a close in fault on the next 
line and that is why zone 2 is delayed to give primary protection at the remote end to trip first[2]. Note 
that every utility has their own philosophy of setting relays. For TVA, zone 1 reach is set 80-90% of the 
total line positive sequence impedance and zone 2 reach is set no less than 120% of the total line positive 
sequence impedance. 
 Another important factor to consider when coordinating the relays is how much of the zone 2 of 
one line section reaches past the next line’s zone 1: 
 
 If the zone 2 of the first line section does not reach past the zone 1 of the next line, the zone 2 of 
first line will only need to coordinate with the next line zone 1 and its breaker failure (BF) timer 
(if any), plus margin (15~) 
Zone 2 timer of first line = Next line zone 1 + BF timer of next line + margin             (Equation 1) 
 
 If the zone 2 of the first line section does reach past the zone 1 of the next line, the zone 2 of first 
line will need to coordinate with the next line zone 2 and its breaker failure (BF) timer (if any), 
plus margin (15~).  
Zone 2 timer of first line = Next line zone 2 + BF timer of next line + margin             (Equation 2) 
 
Note that all breaker failure timers are assumed to be 15 cycles for this project. 
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3.1.2   Relay Coordination with One Breaker 
This can be better explained by adding the Clinton breaker on the Norris to North Knoxville line 
as shown in Figure 3.1. The original Norris to North Knoxville line is 22 Ω. Zone 2 of the Norris is set to 
28 Ω which is the 130% of the total line positive sequence impedance. When the Clinton breaker is added 
on this Norris to North Knoxville line, the new line impedance is 7.7 Ω, and the new zone 2 for the Norris 
to Clinton line is 10 Ω (130%). The reach of this Norris zone 2 past Clinton is 2.3Ω (10 - 7.7) which is 
less than the zone 1 setting of Clinton to North Knoxville line (12.1 Ω). Therefore Norris zone 2 only 
coordinates with zone 1 of Clinton to North Knoxville plus Clinton breaker failure timer.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.1   Zone Settings for the Original Line with Clinton Breaker 
 
Total clearing time for Z1 fault on Clinton-North-Knoxville line = Clinton Z1+Clinton BF timer 
                   = 1~ + 15~ = 16~ 
Norris Z2 time delay =16~ + 15~ = 31~ ≅ 𝑆𝐸𝑇 35~.  
Clinton Z2 coordinates with North-Knoxville Bus Breakup short reach is the next step in coordinating the 
relays.  
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 
  = 20+1+3=24 ~ 
Clinton Z2 time delay =24+15 = 39 ~ so set it to 40~. 
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3.2   Relay Coordination with Multiple Breakers 
  The same process is used in setting up relays when North Knoxville is looking toward Norris and 
when there are more breakers added on this transmission line.  
 
3.2.1   Zone 1 and Zone 2 Reach, Norris Looking to North Knoxville 
 Figure 3.2 shows the zone 1 and zone 2 reach settings for each line section when breakers are 
added one at a time at Clinton, Eagle Bend, Buffalo Rd, Andersonville and Heiskell in that order. Zone 1 
is set to 80% of positive sequence line impedance and zone 2 is set to 130% of the positive sequence line 
impedance. Note that zone 1 and zone 2 settings for each line section will be the same as shown in Figure 
3.2 when North Knoxville is looking towards Norris.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2   Zone 1 and Zone 2 Settings for each Line Section with Multiple Breakers on Line 
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3.2.2   Time Delay Setting 
 Figure 3.3 shows the settings of fault clearing time for zone 1 and zone 2 when breakers are 
added at Clinton, Eagle Bend, Buffalo Rd, Andersonville and Heiskell when Norris is looking towards 
North Knoxville and when North Knoxville is looking towards Norris. There is a zone 2 time delay of 65 
cycles at Heiskell when North Knoxville is looking towards Norris in Figure 3.3. Pilot protection is used 
when zone 2 timer is longer than the required maximum zone 2 timer of 50 cycles to clear the fault. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3   Zone 1 and Zone 2 Timer Settings with Multiple Breakers on Line 
 
Table 3.1 summarizes the zone distance element settings when Norris is looking towards North Knoxville 
after multiple breakers have been added to the Norris to North Knoxville transmission line. Table 3.2 
indicates the zone distance element settings when North Knoxville is looking towards Norris.  
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Table 3.1   Summary of Distance Element Setting_ Norris Looking towards North Knoxville 
 
Line section Z1= 0.80 *Zline  
Primary (Ω) 
Z1 
secondary 
(Ω) 
Z1 fault  
clearing 
time ~ 
Z2= 1.3 
*Zline  
Primary (Ω) 
Z2 
secondary 
(Ω) 
Z2 fault  
clearing  
time ~ 
Norris to 
Andersonville 
2.00∠78° 0.34∠78° 16 3.25∠78° 0.56∠78° 35 
Andersonville to 
Buffalo Rd 
1.60∠81° 0.27∠81° 16 2.60∠81° 0.45∠81° 35 
Buffalo Rd to 
 Clinton 
2. 64∠81° 0.45∠81° 16 4.29∠81° 0.74∠81° 35 
Clinton to Eagle 
Bend  
1.12∠81° 0.19∠81° 16 1.82∠81° 0.31∠81° 35 
Eagle Bend to 
Heiskell 
6.88∠80° 1.18∠80° 16 11.18∠80° 1.92∠80° 35 
Heiskell to North 
Knoxville 
3.36 ∠83° 0.58 ∠83° 16 5.46 ∠83° 0.94∠83° 40 
 
Table 3.2   Summary of Distance Element Setting_ North Knoxville Looking towards Norris  
 
Line section Z1= 0.80 *Zline  
Primary (Ω) 
Z1 
secondary 
(Ω) 
Z1 fault  
clearing 
time ~ 
Z2= 1.3 
*Zline  
Primary (Ω) 
Z2 
secondary 
(Ω) 
Z2 fault  
clearing  
time ~ 
Andersonville to 
 Norris   
2.00∠78° 0.34∠78° 16 3.25∠78° 0.56∠78° 35 
Buffalo Rd to 
Andersonville 
1.60∠81° 0.27∠81° 16 2.60∠81° 0.45∠81° 35 
Clinton to 
 Buffalo Rd 
2. 64∠81° 0.45∠81° 16 4.29∠81° 0.74∠81° 35 
Eagle Bend to 
Clinton 
1.12∠81° 0.19∠81° 16 1.82∠81° 0.31∠81° 35 
Heiskell  to  
Eagle Bend  
6.88∠80° 1.18∠80° 16 11.18∠80° 1.92∠80° 65 
North Knoxville 
to Heiskell 
3.36 ∠83° 0.58 ∠83° 16 5.46 ∠83° 0.94∠83° 35 
 
The zone 2 time delay of Heiskell to Eagle Bend (11.18 Ω) overreaches the zone 1 of Eagle Bend to 
Clinton when North Knoxville is looking towards Norris. Therefore Heiskell to Eagle Bend has the zone 
2 fault clearing time of 65~ in Table 3.2. When zone 2 is set to 120% of the positive sequence line 
impedance instead of 130%, Heiskell to Eagle Bend tap also has zone 2 fault clearing time of 65~. 
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Equations 2 and 3 were used to calculate the zone 2 time delay and detailed information on this 
calculation is available in appendix A. 
 
3.3   NERC Standard PRC-023 and Loadability of Distance Relays 
 NERC standard PRC-023, Transmission Relay Loadability, was established to ensure that bulk 
electric power utilities follow three criteria: (1) protective relays should not limit transmission line 
loadability; (2) operators can make changes that will not jeopardize the reliability of the system; and (3) 
detect all faults and protect the power systems. According to PRC-023, phase relay settings should meet 
at least one of the many criteria outlined for it to be not a limiting factor for transmission loading [2, 4] 
and also require that phase relay settings provide reliable operation of the relays in their protection zones 
for all phase faults. The following steps should be taken if the settings of the phase relays do not meet any 
of the criteria listed above. Step 1 is to use the phase relay with different characteristics that will detect all 
the faults and meet at least one of the many criteria. Step 2 is to treat “the load limitation imposed by the 
relay per PRC-023 [2]” as the loadability limit of the utility. If step 2 is taken than the phase relay should 
be set 125% of the line impedance with the highest angle setting available for that relay (up to 90°) 
according to Requirement 1.  
 PRC-023 requirement 1, Criteria 1 indicates that loadability should be evaluated at 85% voltage, 
at 30 degree power factor angle and transmission line should not operate at or below 150% of line’s 
seasonal 4 hour rating or the available rating that is closest to 4 hours.  The 150% factor is for safety and 
ensures the relay does not trip on short term overload. The transmission line loadability is calculated 
using the equation 3.  
𝐼𝐿𝐿 =
0.85∗𝑉𝐿−𝐿
√3∗1.5∗𝑍𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦30
                                                                                                         (Equation 3) 
 
where 
𝐼𝐿𝐿 is the load limit of the relay setting 
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𝑉𝐿−𝐿 is the phase to phase rated voltage at the relay location 
𝑍𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 30 is the impedance measured from the origin to the relay’s operating characteristic at a 30° angle 
[2] 
 
3.3.1   Line Loading Calculations 
The upper limit for Zone 2 reach is the reach that will not trip on 150% maximum emergency line loading 
in MVA. Maximum emergency line loading is provided by transmission planning department at TVA. 
Maximum emergency line loading values are in MVA and given for 1 hour or 4 hour ratings and are also 
temperature based. For the relay coordination, 4 hour at 32°F (winter) values are used for maximum line 
loading calculation as shown in Table 3.3 along with the calculated data for this project. 
 
Table 3.3   Phase Relay Settings and Transmission Relay Loadability  
 
 
 
A 161kV Norris to Andersonville line has an impedance of 2.5∠78°Ω. Zone 1 reach is set to 80% of the 
line impedance and therefore it is 2.00∠78°Ω. Zone 2 is set 130% of the line impedance and therefore it is 
3.25∠78°Ω. Equation 4 describes the various points on mho circle. 
𝑍𝑥 = 𝑍𝑅cos (𝛷𝑅 − 𝛷𝑥)                                                                                                   (Equation 4) 
 
where 
𝑍𝑥 is the impedance from the origin at any point on the circle at angle 𝛷𝑥 
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𝑍𝑅 is the relay reach at 𝛷𝑅 [2] 
Now the reach of the distance relay is evaluated at maximum torque angle setting of 75°. 
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒1𝑀𝑇𝐴 =
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒1@78
𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝑀𝑇𝐴−78)
=
2.00
𝐶𝑂𝑆(75−78)
= 2.0 Ωprimary                                            (Equation 5) 
Similarly,  
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒2𝑀𝑇𝐴 =
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒2@78
𝐶𝑂𝑆(𝑀𝑇𝐴−78)
=
3.25
𝐶𝑂𝑆(75−78)
= 3.25 Ωprimary                                          (Equation 6) 
According to the PRC-023, requirement 1, Criteria1, zone 2 reach at 30° is evaluated using equation 7 
and then line loadability is calculated using equation 3.  
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒230 = (𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒2𝑀𝑇𝐴) ⋆ (𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑀𝑇𝐴 − 30°))                                                            (Equation 7) 
𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒230 = (3.25) ⋆ (𝑐𝑜𝑠(75 − 30°)) = 2.30Ωprimary.  
𝐼𝐿𝐿 =
0.85∗161000
√3∗1.5∗2.30
= 22.90 𝑘𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦                                                                      
The next step is to calculate the line loadability in MVA since TVA line loadability ratings are in MVA as 
shown in Equation 8.  
𝑆 = √3𝑉𝐼 = √3(161𝑘𝑉)(22.90𝑘𝐴) = 6383 𝑀𝑉𝐴                                                      (Equation 8) 
The maximum emergency line loadability rating at 4 hour, 32°F for Norris to Andersonville line is 227 
MVA. Since the 4 hour rating for this line is less than 6383 MVA, the setting meets the requirements of 
Criteria 1. Same method is used to calculate the line loading of the other lines as new breakers are added 
on line. 
 
3.4   Residual Ground Time Overcurrent Relay for Ground Fault Protection 
 Instantaneous overcurrent relay (50N) and residual ground time overcurrent relay (51N) are used 
together for ground fault protection. All-ties-closed source impedances for Norris and North Knoxville 
are used to calculate 51N settings. Ground fault current, 3I0, is calculated by applying a single phase to 
ground fault at the remote end terminal. For Norris to North Knoxville line without any breakers in 
between, the ground fault current is measured from the relay at Norris while applying single phase to 
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ground fault at North Knoxville terminal. The positive, negative and zero sequence networks are 
connected in series to find the total 3I0 fault current and then the 3I0 current in relay is obtained.  The 
51N (residual ground time overcurrent) pickup is calculated by taking the 10 percent of the 3I0 through 
relay and then dividing by CT ratio (240:1) to get the secondary value. By setting 51N pick up to 10% of 
the all ties closed remote bus ground fault, it provides sensitivity (1000%) for a resistive ground fault 
such as trees. Relay will be set using this secondary value of 3I0. Schweitzer very inverse time 
overcurrent relay equation is used to calculate time dial or time lever as shown in equation 9. The very 
inverse time overcurrent characteristic indicates that the operation of the device is inversely proportional 
to fault current. If the fault current is high, the relay will operate slowly and vice versa.  
𝑇𝑃 = 𝑇𝐷 (0.0963 +
3.88
𝑀2−1
) ∗ 60                                                                                                   (Equation 9) 
 
where  
Tp = operating time of the relay 
TD= Time dial  
M= 
3𝐼0 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘 𝑢𝑝 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
  
M in the equation 9 represents the ratio of the 3I0 fault current through relay to pick up. The operating 
time Tp is obtained from the Figure 3.3. Table 3.4 shows the summary of settings for 51N, Norris looking 
towards North Knoxville, when a single phase to ground fault was applied at the North Knoxville bus and 
compared with the CAPE data provided by the instructor. Table 3.5 shows the settings for 51N when 
North Knoxville is looking towards Norris. A sample calculation for total 3I0, relay 3I0, TD is attached in 
the appendix A. There is a difference in CAPE data and hand calculation data because CAPE takes into 
account for zero sequence mutual coupling which hand calculation does not due to complexity of the 
problem. 
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3.4.1   51N Settings, Norris Looking towards North Knoxville 
Table 3.4   Summary of 51N Settings Norris Looking to North Knoxville 
 
 
 
 There is a high percentage of error when CAPE 3I0 current values from relay were compared 
with that of the hand calculated values in an example where the relay is located at Clinton and a single 
phase to ground fault is applied at North Knoxville. This is due to the zero sequence mutual impedance. 
For North Knoxville bus fault, other lines with high currents that are terminated at North Knoxville are 
mutually coupled with the Heiskell North Knoxville line, so the effect of the zero sequence mutual 
impedance is higher. For faults towards Norris, currents in those other lines terminated at North Knoxville 
are lower and therefore the effect of the zero sequence mutual impedance coupling is less. 
 
3.4.2   51N Settings, North Knoxville Looking towards Norris 
Table 3.5   Summary of 51N Settings North Knoxville looking to Norris 
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3.5   Schweitzer Time Overcurrent Relay 
 Schweitzer time overcurrent relay has many characteristic curves such as U.S. very inverse, 
inverse, U.S. moderately inverse, U.S. extreme inverse, U.S. short time inverse, I.E.C inverse, I.E.C very 
inverse, I.E.C extremely inverse, I.E.C Long-term inverse and I.E.C short term inverse which are shown 
in Figure 3.4. Schweitzer very inverse time overcurrent relay curve is chosen for this project. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4   Relay Operating Time in Cycles vs Multiples of Pickup 
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3.6   Operating Time vs Fault Current with Multiple Breakers 
 Table 3.6 is used to plot the operating time (Tp in cycles) vs. 3I0 (current in primary) as shown in 
Figure 3.5. 
 
Table 3.6   Relay Operating Time and 3I0 Fault Current Calculation Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5   Operating Time vs. 3I0 Current using Very Inverse Relay 
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3.7   Instantaneous Overcurrent Element Settings for Ground Fault Protection 
 Setting of an instantaneous overcurrent relay, 50N, requires measuring maximum 3I0 from the 
local terminal when a single phase to ground fault is applied at remote end. The pick-up value of 50N is 
then set to 130% of the 3I0 from the relay. The instantaneous overcurrent element is an under reaching 
element just like zone 1 distance element. Since zone 1 is an under reaching element, it cannot 
discriminate whether the fault is at the end of the line or at the remote bus in a non-pilot settings. By 
raising the pick-up value of 50N, it acts as an under reaching element. The fault has to be closer to the 
relay terminal before the relay will operate. The Instructor considered machine subtransient impedances 
(Xd”) and a 1.05 p.u flat voltage profile as the worst-case to produce higher fault currents using CAPE 
program and provided the source impedances at both terminal using following methods. Directional 
overcurrent relay (67N) should be used instead of Instantaneous over current relay (50N). 
 
3.7.1   50N Settings, Norris Looking towards North Knoxville 
 All-ties-closed source impedances for Norris and the n-1 source impedance for North Knoxville 
are used for setting the 50N element when Norris is looking toward North Knox. In order to get the 
maximum 3I0 contribution from local terminal (Norris), a single phase to ground fault is applied at North 
Knoxville terminal while taking out one line at a time from North Knoxville bus and checking for 3I0 
current contribution at Norris. This process gives the source impedance for North Knoxville. All ties 
closed meaning all lines (Bull Run and Clinton, Pineville and Volunteer on Bus 1 and Bus 2) at Norris 
terminal are connected in the system. Using CAPE program, Norris gets maximum 3I0 when Bull Run –
NorthKnox #1 was out and source impedances are as shown below. 
Norris ATC: Z+ = 0.00411 + j0.02679 p.u, Z0 = 0.01436 + j0.07506 p.u  
North Knox n-1:  Z+ = 0.00137 + j0.01414 p.u, Z0 = 0.00320 + j0.01937 p.u (with Bull Run-North Knox 
#1 out)  
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Norris to North Knoxville line was also out while calculating the two source impedances shown above. 
Table 3.7 shows the summary of the settings for 50N, instantaneous overcurrent element when Norris is 
looking towards North Knoxville.  
 
Table 3.7   Norris Looking towards North Knoxville_50N settings 
 
 
 
3.7.2   50N Settings, North Knoxville Looking towards Norris 
 All-ties-closed source impedance for North Knoxville and the n-1 source impedance for Norris 
are used for setting the 50N element when North Knoxville is looking toward Norris. In order to get 
maximum 3I0 contribution from North Knoxville, a single phase to ground fault is applied at Norris while 
taking out one line at a time from Norris terminal and 3I0 is measured at North Knoxville. This process 
gives the source impedance for Norris. North Knoxville gets maximum 3I0 when Norris-Hinds Valley-
Volunteer line is out. The source impedances for North Knoxville terminal are as shown below. 
North Knox ATC: Z+ = 0.00110 + j0.01219 p.u, Z0 = 0.00287 + j0.01731 p.u 
Norris n-1: Z+ = 0.00630 + j0.04166 p.u, Z0 = 0.01746 + j0.11679 p.u (with Norris-Hinds Valley-
Volunteer out)  
Norris to North Knoxville line was also out while calculating these two source impedances shown above. 
Table 3.8 shows the summary of the settings for 50N, instantaneous overcurrent element when North 
Knoxville is looking towards Norris. 
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Table 3.8   North Knoxville Looking towards Norris _50N settings 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
 A zone 2 time delay was within the TVA required limit of 50 cycles until breaker-in/breaker-out 
station was added at Heiskell. Figure 3.3 shows the zone 2 time delays of 65 cycles at Heiskell when 
North Knoxville is looking towards Norris. The author of this paper has come up with couple other ways 
to show zone 2 overreaching zone 1 in section 4.1 and 4.2. 
 
4.1   Zone 2 Overreaching Zone1 with 140 to 150% of Positive Sequence Line Impedance   
 The next step was to figure out a way to make zone 2 of one line section overreach next line zone 
1. By setting zone 2 to 140% of the positive sequence line impedance caused Eagle Bend Z2 reach past 
zone 1 setting of Heiskell (3.36Ω) as shown in Table 4.1. Therefore zone 2 of Eagle Bend coordinates 
with Heiskell zone 2 timer plus Heiskell BF timer and margin of 15~. This makes zone 2 time delay for 
Eagle Bend to be 70~. The same is true for the line section of Buffalo Road to Clinton.  The zone 2 
setting for Buffalo Rd-Clinton overreaches zone 1 of Clinton to Eagle Bend. Therefore zone 2 time delay 
of Buffalo Rd is set to 65~. The detailed calculation for this setting is explained in appendix A.  
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Table 4.1   Zone 2 Overreaches Zone 1 
 
 
 
 When setting up zone 2 at higher percentage such as 140 or 150, one should be cautious to make 
sure the relay will not operate for maximum emergency load conditions. Table 4.2 indicates the summary 
of the various scenarios where zone 2 of one line section overreaches the next line section if Norris is 
looking towards North Knoxville or North Knoxville is looking towards Norris.  
 
Table 4.2   Different Scenarios where Zone2 overreach Zone 1 
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4.2   Zone 2 Overreaching Zone1 with Multiple Breakers 
 Figure 4.1 is a bit of an extreme example that shows multiple areas where zone 2 overreaches 
zone 1. For this example multiple breakers (Spider 1,2,3,4,5 and 6) are added at two thirds of the each line 
section between Norris to Andersonville, Andersonville and Buffalo Road, Buffalo Road and Clinton, 
Clinton and Eagle Bend, Eagle Bend and Heiskell, and Heiskell and North Knoxville.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.1   Addition of Breaker in between Each Line Section 
 
This example also points out that it can get difficult to set up phase distance relay with the required time 
delay (TVA requirement of 50 cycles) as shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure   4.2   Unacceptable Zone 2 Time Delay in Multiple Line Sections 
 
Now consider another example shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
 
 
Figure   4.3   Example of Relay Settings that will not Work for Close-in Fault 
 
If you get 8000Aprimary as 3I0 max for fault F1 from Norris relay, then the 50N or 67N settings at Norris 
relay will be 10400Ap (130% of 8000Ap). Now if you have a close in fault F2 where you get 9000Ap 
fault current, the relay at Norris will not trip because the 9000Ap fault current is less than the relay pick 
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up setting. Pilot protection is used for this kind of situation because all the internal faults will be cleared 
by time delayed elements which should have been cleared by the instantaneous elements. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
5.1   CONCLUSION 
 The addition of five breakers at Clinton, Eagle Bend, Buffalo Rd, Andersonville and Heiskell did 
cause zone 2 of Heiskell (11.18 Ω Ω and Heiskell Z2 past Eagle Bend =11.18 Ω -8.6 Ω=2.58 Ω) to 
overreach the zone 1(1.12 Ω) of Eagle Bend to Clinton line section when North Knoxville is looking 
towards Norris.  By adding multiple breakers such as Spider 1, Spider 2, Spider 3, Spider 4, Spider 5 and 
Spider 6 caused the zone 2 to overreach zone 1 at six different places. If zone 2 time delay limit was to be 
50~, zone 2 time delay would have been higher than the limit at 6 different places where Spider 1 to 
Spider 6 breakers were added.  This exercise shows how complex a problem of setting up the distance 
element can become when breakers are placed at certain distance from each other since impedance of the 
line is proportional to line length. Zone 2 is an overreaching element which detects the fault external to 
the primary transmission line protection zone and also trip for the internal fault beyond the zone 1 reach.  
If zone 2 is set to 120% of the positive sequence line impedance, the relay will protect the 100% of the 
primary transmission line zone and 20% of the next line zone. Zone 2 time delay must be set (i.e. trip 
slower) so that it gives the primary protection of the next line enough time to trip for its zone 1 fault. 
 
5.2   RECOMMENDATIONS 
 The author of this paper has noticed three things: (1) when one line section is considerably longer 
than the next line section, it is possible for zone 2 to overreach zone 1 even when zone 2 is set at lower 
percentage such as 120% or 130 %. I would not recommend placing a breaker at 2/3 of each line section 
after these five breakers (Andersonville, Buffalo Rd, Clinton, Eagle Bend Tap and Heiskell) have been 
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added as shown by the examples in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. (2) Precaution should be taken to make sure the 
relay should not operate for maximum emergency load conditions when setting up zone 2 at higher 
percentage such as 140% or 150% of the total line positive sequence impedance. (3) In order to get 
maximum contribution from the local terminal while setting a ground instantaneous element-50N, local 
terminal will have minimum source impedance behind the local terminal (all ties closed) and the n-1 
source impedance at the remote terminal. 
 Pilot protection where different communication schemes can be used to detect the phase and 
ground fault with high speed and hence make the zone 2 time delay can essentially be instantaneous if the 
local and remote terminals are determining whether the fault is internal or external. Directional 
comparison blocking (DCB) and permissive overreaching transfer trip (POTT) are two pilot schemes that 
are used with phase distance relays. 
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Z- Bus scheme 
 There is a load or generation connected between the two main buses through breaker at each bus. 
This makes letter z and hence the name z-bus or zig-zag buses as shown in Figure A.1. Tennessee Valley 
Authority historically used the z-bus arrangement for its 161kV substation switchyard where three or 
more lines might be coming from generating stations. The two main buses are placed in the opposite sides 
of the 161kV switchyard to provide maximum physical separation in the Z bus arrangement. The z-bus 
arrangement is used “to increase system stability, for continuity of service to important loads, to maintain 
ties between different parts of the system with a bus out of service, to provide continuity of service in the 
event of the loss of main bus and to provide backup protection [1].”  
 
 
 
Figure A.1   Z-Bus Arrangements [1] 
 
Bus Breakup and Bus Backup, LEO total fault current, Apparent Impedance, definite time  
 Bus breakup relays are placed where there is a load between double breakers as shown in Figure 
A.2. Line relay R1 should operate for a fault F1. If relay R1 fails to operate or R1 operates and breaker 
fails, the bus breakup relay associated with bus 1 should then operate. Bus break up relay is the backup  
for line 1 in the event of the failure of line relay or breaker. Bus break up relay only opens breaker 838, so 
there is no current contribution to fault- F1 from lines 4 and 7. 
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Figure A.2   Z-Bus Arrangement and Bus Breakup Relay 
 
All breakers are tripped on bus 1 for bus back up. Bus back up relay settings is the same as bus breakup 
relay. The short reach and long reach settings for bus breakup relays for Norris and North Knoxville are 
attached in appendix. Figure A.3 shows the bus breakup relays for Norris and North Knoxville when there 
are no other breakers (or taps) added on the transmission line.  
 
 
 
Figure A.3   Bus Breakup Relays for Norris and NorthKnox 
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Bus break up relay explanation and calculations  
 
 
Figure A.4   Addition of Clinton Breaker  
 
 Zone 1 of line relay at North-Knoxville should operate for the close-in fault out of North-
Knoxville line as shown in Figure A.4. Zone 2 of line relay at Norris can act as a backup for the fault 
beyond the lines connected to North-Knoxville depending on the percentage of the line impedance chosen 
for zone 2 of Norris line relay. If the line protection zone 1 of North-Knoxville fails to operate or the 
breaker fails, the bus breakup scheme at North-Knoxville (B1BR _North-Knoxville) should then operate 
first before the line protection zone 2 of Norris operates. Z2 time delay for Norris will be the same 
regardless of the fault location that is why it is called the definite time element.  For a close-in fault, short 
reach bus breakup timer is used as shown below to set up Z2 timer for Norris and North-Knoxville.  
Norris terminal looking at North Knoxville 
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 
  = 20 + 1 + 3 =  24 ~   
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𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠 𝑍2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟 = 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 
  = 24 + 15 = 39~  ≌  set 40 ~    
North Knoxville looking at Norris 
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 
               = 15 + 1 + 3 =  19 ~   
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝑍2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟 =  𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 
  = 19 + 15 = 34~  ≌  set 35 ~         
BBR short reach = 60% of the shortest Zline Impedance 
BBR Long Reach=120% of the longest Zapparent 
Zapparent =  
𝐿𝐸𝑂 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐵𝑢𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
∗ 𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 
LEO= line end open (for example: North-Knox to Clinton LEO total fault current meaning: Fault at 
Clinton, Clinton Breaker open) 
 
Table A.1   Bus Breakup Zapparent  
 
 
 
Norris Bus 1 Breakup relay:  
Norris to Pineville Bus 1 =40.7 Ω,  Zapp = 62.0Ω  
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Norris to Volunteer Bus1=15.3 Ω,  Zapp = 18.6Ω  
Short reach =  0.60 ∗ 15.3 =  9.2 Ω,  15∿  (Tip: for short reach, you just use 15 ∿) 
Long Reach =  1.20 ∗ 62 =  72 Ω,  50∿ 
Tip for long reach: Take the slowest zone 2 time delay from all the lines out of Norris Bus 1, add 1∿ for 
LOR, 3 ∿ for breaker and 15 ∿ margin 
 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑢𝑠1 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝐿𝑂𝑅 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 +
𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 30 + 1 + 3 + 15 = 49 ∿,  so set it to 50∿ 
Norris Bus 2 Breakup relay: 
Norris to BullRun = 22.6Ω,  Zapp = 30.9Ω  
Norris to Clinton=7.7 Ω,  Zapp = 10.6Ω  
 Short reach =  0.60 ∗ 7.7 =  4.6 Ω,   15 ∿  
Long Reach =  1.2 ∗ 30.9 =  37.1 Ω,   60 ∿  
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑠 𝐵𝑢𝑠2 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
= 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝐿𝑂𝑅 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 + 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 
= 40 + 1 + 3 + 15 = 59 ∿,  so set it to 60∿ 
North-Knoxville Bus 1 Breakup relay: 
North-Knox to Lonsdale#1 = 6.8 Ω,  Zapp = 14.7Ω  
North-Knox to Clinton=14.2 Ω,  Zapp = 32.7Ω  
Short reach =  0.60 ∗ 6.8 =  4.1 Ω,   15 ∿  
Long Reach =  1.2 ∗ 32.7 =  39.2 Ω,  55 ∿  
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ − 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥 𝐵𝑢𝑠1 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
= 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝐿𝑂𝑅 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 + 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 
= 35 + 1 + 3 + 15 = 54 ∿,  so set it to 55∿ 
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North-Knoxville Bus 2 Breakup relay: 
North-Knox to West Hills = 5 Ω,  Zapp = 7.7Ω  
North-Knox to Volunteer#1=10.1 Ω,  Zapp = 13.7Ω  
Short reach =  0.60 ∗ 5 =  3 Ω,   15 ∿  
Long Reach =  1.2 ∗ 13.7 =  16.4 Ω,  50  ∿  
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ − 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑥 𝐵𝑢𝑠2 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
= 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝐿𝑂𝑅 + 𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 + 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 
  = 30 + 1 + 3 + 15 = 49 ∿,  so set it to 50∿ 
Zone distance element settings with addition of multiple breakers 
 
Norris looking toward North Knoxville: 𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 ;  𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟑𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 
 
 
 
Figure A.5   Zone 2 Set to 130% of Zline 
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Explanation of Z2 timer 
 
Heiskell to North Knox 
Heiskell coordinates with North-Knox short reach bus breakup timer.  
North-Knoxville short reach bus breakup = short reach +LOR + breaker= 20+1+3=24~ 
So Z2 Heiskell = 24+15 (margin) = 39, so set it 40~ 
 
Eagle Bend to Heiskell 
Eagle Bend Z2= 11.18 Ω , Eagle Bend to Heiskell=8.6 Ω 
Eagle Bend Z2 past Heiskell=11.18 Ω -8.6 Ω=2.58 Ω < 3.36 Ω , Heiskell-NorthKnox, Z1 setting  
Therefore Eagle Bend Z2 coordinates with Heiskell Z1+ Heiskell BF timer 
Total clearing time for Heiskell Z1 fault = Heiskell Z1+ Heiskell BF timer=1+15=16~ 
Eagle Bend Z2 time delay= 16+15 =31 so set 35~ 
 
Clinton to Eagle Bend 
Clinton Z2=1.82 Ω, Clinton to Eagle Bend =1.4 Ω 
Clinton Z2 past spider =1.82-1.4=0.42 Ω<6.88 Ω, Eagle Bend-Heiskell Z1 setting 
Eagle Bend Z1 fault clearing time= Eagle Bend Z1+ Eagle Bend BF timer= 1+15=16~  
Clinton Z2 coordinates with Z1 timer Eagle Bend -Heiskell+ margin 
Clinton Z2= 16+15=31 so set 35~ 
 
Buffalo Rd to Clinton 
Z2Buffalo Rd =4.29Ω, BuffloRd-Clinton=3.3 Ω 
Z2 Buffalo Rd past Clinton =0.99 Ω<1.12, Z1 of Clinton-Eagle Bend 
Therefore Buffalo Rd Z2 coordinates with Clinton Z1+Clinton BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Buffalo Rd Z2=16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Andersonville to Buffalo Rd 
Z2 Andersonville =2.6 Ω, Andersonville-Buffalo Rd=2.0 Ω 
Z2 Andersonville past Buffalo Rd =0.6 Ω<2.64, Z1 of Buffalo Rd-Clinton 
Therefore Andersonville Z2 coordinates with Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer 
Buffalo Rd Z1 fault Clearing time = Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Andersonville Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Norris to Andersonville 
Norris Z2=3.25 Ω, Norris- Andersonville=2.5 Ω 
Norris Z2 past Andersonville =0.75 Ω<1.6 Ω, Z1 of Andersonville-Buffalo Rd 
Therefore Norris Z2 coordinates with Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer 
Andersonville Z1 fault Clearing time = Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Norris Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
North Knoxville looking towards Norris: 𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 ;  𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟑𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 
Andersonville to Norris 
Z2 Andersonville coordinates with Norris short reach bus breakup timer.  
Norris short reach bus breakup = short reach +LOR + breaker= 15+1+3=19~ 
Andersonville Z2= 19+15 (margin) = 34, so set it 35~ 
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Figure A.6   Zone 2 Set to 130% of Zline 
 
Buffalo Rd to Andersonville 
Z2 Buffalo Rd =2.6 Ω, Andersonville-Buffalo Rd=2.0 Ω 
Z2 Buffalo Rd past Andersonville =0.6 Ω < 2.0, Z1 of Andersonville- Norris 
Therefore Buffalo Rd Z2 coordinates with Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer 
Andersonville Z1 fault Clearing time= Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Buffalo Rd Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Clinton to Buffalo Rd  
Z2 Clinton =4.29Ω, BuffloRd-Clinton=3.3 Ω 
Z2 Clinton past Buffalo Rd= 0.99 Ω < 1.6, Z1 of Buffalo Rd- Andersonville 
Therefore Clinton Z2 coordinates with Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Clinton Z2=16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Eagle Bend to Clinton 
Eagle Bend Z2=1.82 Ω, Clinton to Eagle Bend =1.4 Ω 
Eagle Bend Z2 past Clinton =1.82-1.4=0.42 Ω < 2.64 Ω, Clinton- Buffalo Rd Z1 setting 
Eagle Bend Z2 coordinates with Clinton Z1+ Clinton BF timer  
Clinton Z1 fault clearing time= Clinton Z1+ Clinton BF timer= 1+15=16~  
Eagle Bend Z2= 16+15=31 so set 35~ 
 
Heiskell to Eagle Bend  
Heiskell Z2= 11.18 Ω , Eagle Bend to Heiskell=8.6 Ω 
Heiskell Z2 past Eagle Bend =11.18 Ω -8.6 Ω=2.58 Ω > 1.12 Ω , Eagle Bend - Clinton, Z1 setting  
Therefore Heiskell Z2 coordinates with Eagle Bend Z2+ Eagle Bend BF timer + margin 
Heiskell Z2 time delay= 35+15+15 =65 so set 65~ 
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North Knoxville to Heiskell 
North Knoxville Z2=5.46 Ω , North Knoxville to Heiskell =4.2 Ω 
North Knoxville Z2 past Heiskell=5.46-4.2=1.26 < 6.88, Z1 setting of Heiskell to Eagle Bend 
Therefore North Knoxville coordinates with Heiskell Z1+ Heiskell BF timer=1+15=16~  
North Knoxville Z2 = 16+15 (margin) = 34, so set it 35~ 
 
North Knoxville looking towards Norris: 𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 ;  𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟐𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 
 
 
 
Figure A.7   Zone 2 Set to 120% of Zline 
 
Andersonville to Norris 
Z2 Andersonville coordinates with Norris short reach bus breakup timer.  
Norris short reach bus breakup = short reach +LOR + breaker= 15+1+3=19~ 
Andersonville Z2= 19+15 (margin) = 34, so set it 35~ 
 
Buffalo Rd to Andersonville 
Z2 Buffalo Rd =2.4 Ω, Andersonville-Buffalo Rd=2.0 Ω 
Z2 Buffalo Rd past Andersonville =0.4 Ω < 2.0, Z1 of Andersonville- Norris 
Therefore Buffalo Rd Z2 coordinates with Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer 
Andersonville Z1 fault Clearing time= Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Buffalo Rd Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Clinton to Buffalo Rd  
Z2 Clinton =3.96 Ω, Bufflo Rd-Clinton=3.3 Ω 
Z2 Clinton past Buffalo Rd= 0.66 Ω < 1.6, Z1 of Buffalo Rd- Andersonville 
Therefore Clinton Z2 coordinates with Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer =1+15=16~ 
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Clinton Z2=16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Eagle Bend to Clinton 
Eagle Bend Z2=1.68 Ω, Clinton to Eagle Bend =1.4 Ω 
Eagle Bend Z2 past Clinton =1.68-1.4=0.28 Ω < 2.64 Ω, Clinton- Buffalo Rd Z1 setting 
Eagle Bend Z2 coordinates with Clinton Z1+ Clinton BF timer  
Clinton Z1 fault clearing time= Clinton Z1+ Clinton BF timer= 1+15=16~  
Eagle Bend Z2= 16+15=31 so set 35~ 
 
Heiskell to Eagle Bend  
Heiskell Z2= 10.32 Ω , Eagle Bend to Heiskell=8.6 Ω 
Heiskell Z2 past Eagle Bend =10.32 Ω -8.6 Ω=1.72 Ω > 1.12 Ω , Eagle Bend- Clinton, Z1 setting  
Therefore Heiskell Z2 coordinates with Eagle Bend Z2+ Eagle Bend BF timer + margin 
Heiskell Z2 time delay= 35+15+15 =65 so set 65~ 
 
North Knoxville to Heiskell 
North Knoxville Z2=5.04 Ω , North Knoxville to Heiskell =4.2 Ω 
North Knoxville Z2 past Heiskell=5.04-4.2=0.84<6.88, Z1 setting of Heiskell to Eagle Bend 
Therefore North Knoxville coordinates with Heiskell Z1+ Heiskell BF timer=1+15=16~  
North Knoxville Z2 = 16+15 (margin) = 34, so set it 35~ 
 
Norris looking toward North Knoxville: 𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 ;  𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟒𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 
 
 
 
Figure A.8   Zone 2 Set to 140% of Zline 
 
Heiskell to North Knox 
Heiskell coordinates with North-Knoxville short reach bus breakup timer.  
North-Knoxville short reach bus breakup = short reach +LOR + breaker= 20+1+3=24~ 
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Heiskell Z2 time delay= 24+15 (margin) = 39, so set it 40~ 
 
Eagle Bend to Heiskell 
Eagle Bend Z2= 12.04 Ω , Eagle Bend to Heiskell=8.6 Ω 
Eagle Bend Z2 past Heiskell=12.04 Ω -8.6 Ω=3.44 Ω > 3.36 Ω , Heiskell-NorthKnox, Z1 setting  
Therefore Eagle Bend Z2 coordinates with Heiskell Z2+ Heiskell BF timer + Margin 
Total clearing time for Heiskell Z1 fault = Heiskell Z1+ Heiskell BF timer=1+15=16~ 
Eagle Bend Z2 time delay= 40+15+15 =70~ 
 
Clinton to Eagle Bend 
Clinton Z2=1.96 Ω, Clinton to Eagle Bend =1.4 Ω 
Clinton Z2 past spider =1.96-1.4=0.56 Ω<6.88 Ω, Eagle Bend-Heiskell Z1 setting 
Eagle Bend Z1 fault clearing time= Eagle Bend Z1+ Eagle Bend BF timer= 1+15=16~  
Clinton Z2 coordinates with Eagle Bend Z1 fault clearing time+ margin 
Clinton Z2= 16+15=31 so set 35~ 
 
Buffalo Rd to Clinton 
Z2Buffalo Rd =4.62 Ω, BuffloRd-Clinton=3.3 Ω 
Z2 Buffalo Rd past Clinton =1.32 Ω>1.12Ω, Z1 of Clinton-Eagle Bend 
Therefore Buffalo Rd Z2 coordinates with Clinton Z2+Clinton BF timer + Margin  
Buffalo Rd Z2=35+15+15=65~ 
 
Andersonville to Buffalo Rd 
Z2 Andersonville =2.8 Ω, Andersonville-Buffalo Rd=2.0 Ω 
Z2 Andersonville past Buffalo Rd =0.8 Ω<2.64Ω, Z1 of Buffalo Rd-Clinton 
Therefore Andersonville Z2 coordinates with Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer 
Buffalo Rd Z1 fault Clearing time = Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Andersonville Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Norris to Andersonville 
Norris Z2=3.5 Ω, Norris- Andersonville=2.5 Ω 
Norris Z2 past Andersonville =1.0 Ω<1.6 Ω, Z1 of Andersonville-Buffalo Rd 
Therefore Norris Z2 coordinates with Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer 
Andersonville Z1 fault Clearing time = Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Norris Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
Norris looking toward North Knoxville: 𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 ;  𝒁𝒐𝒏𝒆𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟓𝟎 × 𝒁𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆 
Heiskell to North Knox 
Heiskell coordinates with North-Knoxville short reach bus breakup timer.  
North-Knoxville short reach bus breakup = short reach +LOR + breaker= 20+1+3=24~ 
Heiskell Z2 time delay= 24+15 (margin) = 39, so set it 40~ 
 
Eagle Bend to Heiskell 
Eagle Bend Z2= 12.90 Ω , Eagle Bend to Heiskell=8.6 Ω 
Eagle Bend Z2 past Heiskell=12.90 Ω -8.6 Ω=4.3 Ω > 3.36 Ω , Heiskell-NorthKnox, Z1 setting  
Therefore Eagle Bend Z2 coordinates with Heiskell Z2+ Heiskell BF timer + Margin 
Total clearing time for Heiskell Z1 fault = Heiskell Z1+ Heiskell BF timer=1+15=16~ 
Eagle Bend Z2 time delay= 40+15+15 =70~ 
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Figure A.9   Zone 2 Set to 150% of Zline 
 
Clinton to Eagle Bend 
Clinton Z2=2.1 Ω, Clinton to Eagle Bend =1.4 Ω 
Clinton Z2 past spider =2.1-1.4=0.7 Ω<6.88 Ω, Eagle Bend-Heiskell Z1 setting 
Eagle Bend Z1 fault clearing time= Eagle Bend Z1+ Eagle Bend BF timer= 1+15=16~  
Clinton Z2 coordinates with Eagle Bend Z1 fault clearing time+ margin 
Clinton Z2= 16+15=31 so set 35~ 
 
Buffalo Rd to Clinton 
Z2Buffalo Rd =4.95 Ω, BuffloRd-Clinton=3.3 Ω 
Z2 Buffalo Rd past Clinton =1.65 Ω>1.12Ω, Z1 of Clinton-Eagle Bend 
Therefore Buffalo Rd Z2 coordinates with Clinton Z2+Clinton BF timer + Margin  
Buffalo Rd Z2=35+15+15=65~ 
 
Andersonville to Buffalo Rd 
Z2 Andersonville =3.0 Ω, Andersonville-Buffalo Rd=2.0 Ω 
Z2 Andersonville past Buffalo Rd =1.0 Ω<2.64Ω, Z1 of Buffalo Rd-Clinton 
Therefore Andersonville Z2 coordinates with Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer 
Buffalo Rd Z1 fault Clearing time = Buffalo Rd Z1+ Buffalo Rd BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Andersonville Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
 
Norris to Andersonville 
Norris Z2=3.75 Ω, Norris- Andersonville=2.5 Ω 
Norris Z2 past Andersonville =1.25 Ω<1.6 Ω, Z1 of Andersonville-Buffalo Rd 
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Therefore Norris Z2 coordinates with Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer 
Andersonville Z1 fault Clearing time = Andersonville Z1+ Andersonville BF timer =1+15=16~ 
Norris Z2 =16+15=31≌ 35~ 
51N settings, 3I0, Tp, Time dial calculation sample  
Calculating 3I0 from Clinton relay when single phase to ground fault is applied at Eagle Bend 
 
 
 
Figure A.10   Relay at Clinton when Single Phase to Ground Fault Applied at Eagle Bend 
 
Matlab Script and Output 
%51N_Norris looking to NorthKnox 
%3I0 from Clinton fault @ EagleBend Bus  
VLL=161000; VLN=VLL/(sqrt(3));CT_ratio=240/1;VT_ratio=1400/1;Sbase=100*10^6; 
a=-0.5+0.866025*j;a_square=-0.5-0.866025*j; 
A=[1 1 1;1 a_square a;1 a a_square]; 
% Bolted means ZF=0 ohm 
ZF=0; 
%Source impedances_@ Norris and @North-Knoxville 
%Norris ATC:Z+ = 0.00411 + j0.02679 pu, Z0 = 0.01436 + j0.07506  
%North Knox ATC:Z+ = 0.00110 + j0.01219 pu, Z0 = 0.00287 + j0.01731 
ZSplus_Norris=0.00411 + j*0.02679;Zszero_Norris= 0.01436 + j*0.07506; 
ZSplus_NorthKnox=0.00110 + j*0.01219;Zszero_NorthKnox=0.00287 + j*0.01731; 
%Norris_Clinton 
ZplusNorris_Clinton=0.0019+j*0.0125+0.0012+j*0.0076+0.0020+j*0.0093; 
Z0_Norris_Clinton=0.0100+j*0.0342+0.0059+j*0.0199+0.0084+j*0.0257; 
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%Clinton_EagleBend 
Zplus_Clinton_EagleBend= 0.0008+j*0.0052; 
Z0_Clinton_EagleBend=0.0040+j*0.0142; 
%Heiskell_NorthKnox 
Zplus_Heiskell_NorthKnox=0.0020+j*0.016; 
Z0_Heiskell_NorthKnox=0.0113+j*0.0477; 
%HeiskellTap_Heiskell 
Zplus_HeiskellTap_Heiskell=0.0001+j*0.0005; 
Z0_HeiskellTap_Heiskell=0.0004+j*0.0016; 
%EagleBendTap_HeiskellTap 
Zplus_EagleBendTap_HeiskellTap=0.0035+j*0.0176; 
Z0_EagleBendTap_HeiskellTap=0.0167+j*0.0555; 
%EagleBendTap_EagleBend 
Zplus_EagleBendTap_EagleBend=0.0022+0.0147*j; 
Z0_EagleBendTap_EagleBend=0.0130+0.0535*j; 
%EagleBend_NorthKnox 
Zplus_EagleBend_NorthKnox=Zplus_Heiskell_NorthKnox+Zplus_HeiskellTap_Heiskell+Zplus_EagleB
endTap_HeiskellTap+Zplus_EagleBendTap_EagleBend; 
Z0_EagleBend_NorthKnox=Z0_Heiskell_NorthKnox+Z0_HeiskellTap_Heiskell+Z0_EagleBendTap_He
iskellTap+Z0_EagleBendTap_EagleBend; 
%Z_equivalent and sequence currents 
Zplus_Eqv= 
((ZSplus_Norris+ZplusNorris_Clinton+Zplus_Clinton_EagleBend)*(Zplus_EagleBend_NorthKnox+ZSp
lus_NorthKnox))/(ZSplus_Norris+ZplusNorris_Clinton+Zplus_Clinton_EagleBend+Zplus_EagleBend_N
orthKnox+ZSplus_NorthKnox) 
Zminus_Eqv=Zplus_Eqv 
Zzero_Eqv=((Zszero_Norris+Z0_Norris_Clinton+Z0_Clinton_EagleBend)*(Z0_EagleBend_NorthKnox+
Zszero_NorthKnox))/(Zszero_Norris+Z0_Norris_Clinton+Z0_Clinton_EagleBend+Z0_EagleBend_North
Knox+Zszero_NorthKnox) 
%Sequence currents for Equivalent network 
I1=(1+0*j)/(Zplus_Eqv+Zminus_Eqv+Zzero_Eqv+3*ZF); 
I2=I1;I0=I1; 
I_sequence=[I0;I1;I2] 
I_phase_amps=A*I_sequence*(Sbase/(sqrt(3)*VLL)) 
Iphase_mag_Angle=round([abs(I_phase_amps) radtodeg(angle(I_phase_amps))]) 
Total3I0_Amps=(3*I0)*((Sbase/(sqrt(3)*VLL))) 
Total3I0_amps_angle=round([abs(Total3I0_Amps) radtodeg(angle(Total3I0_Amps))]) 
%sequence currents at relay location 
I1_relay=((Zplus_EagleBend_NorthKnox+ZSplus_NorthKnox)*I1)/(ZSplus_Norris+ZplusNorris_Clinto
n+Zplus_Clinton_EagleBend+Zplus_EagleBend_NorthKnox+ZSplus_NorthKnox); 
I2_relay=I1_relay; 
I0_relay=((Z0_EagleBend_NorthKnox+Zszero_NorthKnox)*I0)/(Zszero_Norris+Z0_Norris_Clinton+Z0
_Clinton_EagleBend+Z0_EagleBend_NorthKnox+Zszero_NorthKnox); 
I_sequence_relay=[I0_relay;I1_relay;I2_relay] 
Iphase_relay_pu=A*I_sequence_relay 
Iphase_relay_mag_angle_pu=[abs(Iphase_relay_pu) radtodeg(angle(Iphase_relay_pu))] 
Iphase_relay_mag_angle_Amps=round([abs(Iphase_relay_pu)*((Sbase/(sqrt(3)*VLL))) 
radtodeg(angle(Iphase_relay_pu))]) 
%51Npickup = 10% of the remote bus ground fault 
ThreeI0_Amps=(3*I0_relay)*((Sbase/(sqrt(3)*VLL))) 
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ThreeI0_amps_angle=round([abs(ThreeI0_Amps) radtodeg(angle(ThreeI0_Amps))]) 
Fifty1Npickup_Aprimary=round(abs(ThreeI0_Amps)*(10/100)) 
Fifty1Npickup_Asecondary=Fifty1Npickup_Aprimary/CT_ratio 
%Calculate Time Dial or time lever using following equation 
%Tp=Td *(0.0963+(3.88/(M^2-1)))*60 where Tp=35 cycles and M=3I0/pickup =10 
Tp=35; 
M=round(abs(ThreeI0_Amps)/Fifty1Npickup_Aprimary); 
Td_Norris= round((Tp/60)/((0.0963+(3.88/(M^2-1))))*10)/10 
 
51N settings, 3I0, Tp, Time dial calculation sample  
OUTPUT 
>> RelayAtClintonFaultAtEagleBend_51N_Norris2NK 
Zplus_Eqv =   0.0047 + 0.0306i 
Zminus_Eqv =   0.0047 + 0.0306i 
Zzero_Eqv =   0.0217 + 0.0861i 
 
I_sequence = 
   1.3747 - 6.4966i 
   1.3747 - 6.4966i 
   1.3747 - 6.4966i 
 
I_phase_amps = 
   1.0e+03 * 
   1.4789 - 6.9891i 
  -0.0000 + 0.0000i 
   0.0000 - 0.0000i 
 
Iphase_mag_Angle = 
        7144         -78 
           0         170 
           0         -10 
 
Total3I0_Amps =   1.4789e+03 - 6.9891e+03i 
 
Total3I0_amps_angle =        7144         -78 
 
I_sequence_relay = 
   0.7008 - 3.3098i 
   0.7114 - 3.2277i 
   0.7114 - 3.2277i 
 
Iphase_relay_pu = 
   2.1236 - 9.7653i 
  -0.0106 - 0.0821i 
  -0.0106 - 0.0821i 
 
Iphase_relay_mag_angle_pu = 
    9.9935  -77.7315 
    0.0828  -97.3709 
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    0.0828  -97.3709 
Iphase_relay_mag_angle_Amps = 
        3584         -78 
          30         -97 
          30         -97 
ThreeI0_Amps =   7.5389e+02 - 3.5608e+03i 
 
ThreeI0_amps_angle =        3640         -78 
 
Fifty1Npickup_Aprimary =   364 
 
Fifty1Npickup_Asecondary =    1.5167 
 
Td_Norris =    4.3000 
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